ZIONSVILLE PLAN COMMISSION MEETING RESULTS
Tuesday February 19, 2019
The meeting of the Zionsville Plan Commission was scheduled for Tuesday February 19, 2019, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Zionsville Town Hall Council Chamber
1100 West Oak Street
The following items are scheduled for consideration:
VI. New Business
Docket
Address of
Name
Item to be Considered
Number
Project
Petitioner requested a continuance
2019-04-PP
Holliday Farms
3900 S. U.S. 421
Petition for Primary Plat Approval with waivers to provide for
165 Lots in a (PUD) Planned Unit Development
2019-05-DP

2019-03-DP

2019-06-DPA

2019-07-DPA

Holliday Farms

Wheat Holdings,
LLC

Baptist Homes of
Indiana, Inc.
(Hoosier Village)

Zionsville Medical
Investments, LLC

3900 S. U.S. 421

Petitioner requested a continuance
Petition for Development Plan approval to provide for the
development of a 88.368 acre site into 165 lots for residential
use in the (PUD) Planned Unit Development Zoning District

10890 Bennett
Parkway

Approved with Conditions
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan Approval to allow for
construction of an approximately 28,000 square foot building
in the (I-ORT) Office Research & Technology Zoning District

Zionsville Road

Approved with Conditions
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan Amendment to allow for the
construction of a Greenhouse, Pet Care Facility, Guardhouse
and Entryway to Zionsville Road in the (SU-7) Special Use
Zoning District

55 Brendon Way

Approved with Conditions
6 in Favor
0 Opposed
Petition for Development Plan Amendment to allow for the an
increase in the footprint of the building by construction of an
of an ADA ramp and a door entryway system with awning on
the South side of the building in the Urban (B-2) General
Business Zoning District

Respectfully Submitted:
Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM
Director of Planning and Economic Development
Town of Zionsville
February 20, 2019

Zionsville Plan Commission
February 19, 2018
In attendance: David Franz, Michael Rinebold, Larry Jones, Mary Grabianowski, George
Lewis, Josh Fedor. Absent is Sharon Walker.
Staff attending: Dan Taylor, attorney, and Wayne DeLong.
A quorum is present.
All

Pledge of Allegiance.

Franz

Would the Secretary please take roll?

DeLong

Yes. Mr. Franz?

Franz

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Grabianowski?

Grabianowski Present.
DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Walker?

DeLong

Mr. Rinebold?

Rinebold

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Fedor?

Fedor

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Lewis?

Lewis

Present.

Franz

We have six of the seven members present, so any action, if it ends up in a 3-3
vote will automatically be continued to next month. In your packet, there is a set
of minutes from the January 22 meeting. Is there any comments, changes to those
minutes? If not, is there a motion?

Grabianowski I would like to point out that I was not here for attendance, and it does not say
that. I am listed, so I just wanted to clarify that I was late.
Franz

I did follow in that mistake. Let the record show that you were in attendance. So,
is there any other comments, changes? Being none, is there a motion to accept
the minutes?

Rinebold

So moved.
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Franz

Is there a second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries. On the Docket, the first two items that are listed, # 2019-04-PP,
Holiday Farms, petition for primary plat, and # 2019-05-DP, Holiday Farms,
petition for development plan approval, the petitioner has requested a
continuance until next month. So, we will move on to the next items. Item #
2019-03-DP, Wheat Holdings, 10890 Bennett Parkway, petition for development
plan approval to allow for the construction of approximately 28,000 square foot
building in the IORT, office research and technology zoning district. Is the
petitioner present? Please step forward and state your name and address, and
begin your presentation.

Webb

Thank you very much. If it please the Commission, Mark Webb from
Indianapolis. My firm is Voyles, Vaiana, Lukemeyer, Baldwin and Webb, and
the address is 141 East Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46204. We are here
this evening yet hoping to complete another step with respect to our desire to
construct a commercial building at 10890 Bennett Parkway in Zionsville. The
purpose of this building is it will house an exotic car dealership where the cars
will be kept inside, and it will not be scripted. You won’t see, as you drive by,
any of the trappings that you might normally see at a car dealership, say on 96th
Street or going up Michigan Road. There won’t be any banners, flags, billboards
or anything like that. There won’t be cars out in the parking lot that have soap
written on them that say, you know, for sale, what the price is, whatever. It will
be a very low-key operation. All the cars will be stored inside. We recently went
through the TAC procedure and we received staff approval, and it mentions a
number of items that needed to be done, and we would indicate that all the filings
to request those items have been made. And, so, at this point, we would be ready
to move forward pending any questions from the Commission.

Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there any public comment on this matter? Being none,
Wayne, do you have a staff report, please?

DeLong

Yes, thank you. Staff is supportive of the petition as it has been filed. We do not
in the staff report that is provided to you, this matter was first discussed with the
Board of Zoning Appeals related to necessary zoning relief to provide for
automobile sales in an industrial district. As petitioner indicated this evening, the
operation will be conducted indoors, which was the primary reason for the
support of the Board of Zoning Appeals for the petition. Specific to two items,
lighting and signage. Those items have not been reviewed as a part of this
project. Certainly staff would be supportive of looking at those items when it
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comes time to subject for the improvement location permit. Otherwise, staff is
supportive of the petition, and I would be happy to answer any questions.
Franz

All right. Thank you, Wayne. At this point, I will open it up to any other Plan
Commission, if they have any questions or comments. If there are none, is there a
motion?

Jones

Sure.

Grabianowski I move that Docket # 2019-03-DP, development plan approval to provide for the
construction of an approximately 28,000 square foot building in the I-ORT,
office research and technology zoning district be approved based on the findings
in the staff report and in substantial compliance with the submitted elevation,
staff recommendations and submitted findings of fact as presented.
Franz

Is there a second?

Jones

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay?
[No response]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0. Thank you.

Webb

Thank you very much.

Franz

Next item on the Docket is # 2019-06-DPA, Baptist Homes of Indiana, Inc.,
Zionsville Road. Petition for development plan amendment to allow for the
construction of a greenhouse, pet care facility, guard house and entrance to the
Zionsville Road in the SU7, special use 7 district. Is the petitioner present?

Ochs

Yes. Good evening. For the record, Tim Ochs, Ice Miller with offices at One
American Square, Suite 2900, Indianapolis, Indiana 46282-0200. I am here this
evening on behalf of the petitioner, BHI, which is the operator of the Hoosier
Village continuing care retirement community. Staff has done a very good job in
terms of their staff report, and we are in agreement with that. So, I will be brief
and just highlight a few items that I think are worth noting, and then would be
happy to answer any questions. You should have a booklet, and I think the best
place to start is actually on Tab#4. This really is a request for three modifications
to the existing Hoosier Village complex. Probably the most significant is a
relocation, it’s probably not right, a change in terms of the front door to Hoosier
Village, is the best way to put it. We are taking the front door, which is currently
on 96th Street, and we are moving that onto Zionsville Road. BHI is doing this for
a few reasons. One, across the street, south of 96th Street, is a large tank farm. If
anything should happen to that, we prefer not to have the main access point on
96th Street, so there is a safety component. Two, Hoosier Village appreciates
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being a corporate citizen as newest residents of Zionsville, in moving the main
entrance onto Zionsville Road, closer, if you will, to Zionsville. It makes it feel
like it is more part of Zionsville, and frankly, that is important to my client.
Finally, with the improvements that have been made to Hoosier Village, and
what we consider the ongoing improvements, along with the changes that the
Town is doing on Zionsville Road, we think this is simply going to be a much
more inviting entrance into Hoosier Village. It is going to look really good in our
opinion. So, Tab#4 shows you the access point. Currently, it is an emergency
access road. It will be completely redone. The entrance will include pavers that
will turn into asphalt. This will be all private and maintained by BHI. If you turn
to maybe, I want to make sure we point out about the third or fourth one in,
you’ll see the landscaping plan. This landscaping plan, quite frankly, exceeds all
requirements that the Town might have, and we think it is a step up and will be
consistent with what is really going to be a nice streetscape up and down
Zionsville Road. Also, there is an insert in Tab#4. We were given the dimensions
of the largest Zionsville fire department apparatus, and we used software, as
shown, to make sure that all of the turning radiuses associated with the new
entrance could be maneuvered using the largest fire truck apparatus. The other
two components, or maybe additional component of their request, is to add too
many pieces to the Oaks, which is a duplex and single independent living, I’ll
call it a subdivision, which is part of Hoosier Village. That would be to add a
greenhouse for the residents, about 600 square feet in size, and then a pet care
station about 600 square feet in size. The greenhouse is self-explaining, but the
pet care station would be where folks could park to walk their pets along the path
that is to the north of the project, and it will have an ability to rinse the pets off,
clean off their muddy paws, bring them inside where they can get water or be
fed. That is something that the residents of Hoosier Village have asked for.
Tab#5 gets into the color renderings. You can see, if you look through Tab#5.
The entrance is, we think, really generally upscale, not only in terms of the
architecture of the guard house, but in terms of use of the pavers, the wall and the
extensive landscaping that are shown on the ensuing pages. This also includes 3D
aerials from different elevations and different perspectives of that entrance within
Tab#5. Tab#6 you’ll see renderings of the gatehouse, also of the greenhouse, and
then a black and white of the pet care station, and then we have also included and
were able to obtain just before the packets went out to the members of the Plan
Commission, color renderings of the pet care station, as well. The architecture of
the pet care station is intended to be consistent with the architecture of the
homes, the duplexes and single-family homes that are located within the Oaks.
So, with that I would be happy to answer any questions that the Commission
might have.
Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there any public comment regarding this matter? Being
none, staff report, Wayne, please?

DeLong

Thank you. Staff is supportive of the petition as it’s been filed. This matter, as
referenced in the staff report, requires the action of the Board of Zoning Appeals
specific to wastewater and effluent leaving the guard house. Specific to the
remainder of the project, staff appreciates the petitioner’s diligence working
through all the requirements. This is development plan amendment for the
campus that you have heard on multiple occasions. Certainly the rezoning from a
few years back to bring the acreage in for the 156 units might be a conversation
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you recall, and certainly the more recent conversation where the acreage, 27
acres, that was brought in along the frontage was brought in and zoned SU7. As
mentioned by the petitioner, the service road has been in use, and certainly has
been in use for quite some time, and certainly the Town certainly applauds the
actions of the petitioner, and the group to change the location. Again, staff is
supportive of the petition as filed, and I would be happy to answer any questions.
Franz

All right. Thank you. At this point, is there any questions, comments from any of
the Members of the Plan Commission?

Lewis

I guess you had mentioned about the fire trucks and the turning radiuses and
being able to get in there, did anybody double check the height of the awning of
the gate house to make sure there is adequate overhead clearance to get all that
equipment through there.

Ochs

Yes, we did.

Lewis

I’m not quite sure how tall the fire truck is.

Ochs

That was not raised by us. That was raised by the fire department. So, yes, that
was raised.

Lewis

Okay.

Fedor

With this being the primary new entrance for Hoosier Village, is there an
anticipated increased traffic flow on Zionsville Road versus, I mean all the
traffic, is this going to be the main entrance, the 96th Street entrance is going to
be the secondary, or is that going to be a service entrance?

Ochs

You can call it a secondary or service, you would be able to use both. At least for
the first year or two, and we will probably reevaluate how traffic flow is working.
Will there be more traffic on Zionsville Road during the day? Perhaps a little bit.
Relatively speaking, we don’t think it’s much. The traffic that is generated by a
facility like BHI, other than the employees, the folks that drive, and like the folks
in the Oaks project, which is an independent living. They all do drive. They don’t
drive during a.m. and p.m. peak hours. They don’t have to so they don’t. So, the
traffic that will be added will likely be during times when there is not much
traffic on Zionsville Road anyway.

Jones

Tim, just to confirm, the site plan you brought to us at the Board of Zoning
Appeals, has this one been altered then to meet the fire lane access?

Ochs

If it was, it was tweaked. These are the most current plans. I don’t have the plan
in front of me, but the plans that will be utilized will be this one, and you can, it-sheet C3.4 that shows those turning radiuses, and that will be the geometric
configuration of the access that will be used. That’s the site plan that we will
attach to the commitments, and we will combine that, along with the
commitments that are part of the BZA and do one. So, it will be consistent.

Franz

Any other questions, comments? If not, is there a motion?
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Jones

I guess I’ll make the motion. I move that Docket # 2019-06-DPA to allow for the
construction of a greenhouse, pet care facility, guardhouse and entryway to
Zionsville Road in the SU-7, special use zoning district, be approved based on
the findings in the staff report, staff recommendation and the submitted findings
of fact as presented.

Franz

Is there a second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries, 6-0.

Ochs

Thank you.

Franz

Thank you. Next item on the Docket # 2019-07-DPA, Zionsville Medical
Investments, LLC, 55 Brendon Way, petition for development plan amendment
to allow for an increase in the footprint of the building by construction of an
ADA ramp and door entry system with awning on the south side of the building
in the urban B2 general business zoning district. Is the petitioner present?

Schornack

Yes. For the record, Michael Schornack with MD Architects, 9084 Technology
Drive, Suite 200, Fishers, Indiana 46038. Our client, VCA Animal Hospital
currently is located at 1008 West Oak Street, just a block or two towards
downtown on this side of the road, and they want to move across the street in the
medical center. We designed the interior buildout for the most southern suite. It
became apparent that the new entrance should be on the south side. There is
currently a step up on the curb, two steps up onto an existing concrete landing,
and to make that accessible for a wheelchair-bound person, we are extending the
existing concrete sidewalk along the south side halfway up to that landing. It is
not really an ADA ramp. It is just a sloped sidewalk. We are not required to have
any handrails connecting those two points. There is about 6-7 feet that is
currently landscaped. We will reduce this down to 2 feet and put bushes that
would match the ones on the other side to fill that gap again. The awning is
designed by an out-of-state vendor. Currently, the drawings do not show that in
compliance with the ordinance. We intend to be in compliance. I have word from
him that they are working on a revision to move the sign off the awning onto the
building and reduce the awning. Any other questions? I can help answer then.

Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there any public comment on this matter? Wayne, staff
report please?

DeLong

Thank you. Staff is supportive of the petition as it has been filed. Certainly
appreciate the petitioner’s clarification this evening related to the awning and the
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signage. The petitioners have worked very diligently through the Town’s review
process for participating in a TAC committee meeting and provided a check
prints as a follow-up, and appreciative of the petitioner’s diligent use of the time
of the process. I would note that in our procedural notes of the staff report, the
last paragraph erroneously refers to improvements on the west side of the
building. That should be east side of the building, and that is specific to the
Vectren gas easement where certainly if Vectren is supportive of encroachment
of the fence into their easement, that is certainly something that they can provide
for. Something that is simply just beyond the Town staff to provide any direction
or any approval or denials on. Again, staff is supportive of the petition as filed,
and I would be happy to answer any questions.
Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there any questions, comments from any of the
Commissioners? Being none, is there a motion?

Rinebold

Mr. President, I move that Docket # 2019-07-DPA to allow for external
improvements on an office building in the urban B2 zoning district be
conditionally approved based upon the findings in the staff report, and in
substantial compliance with the contemplated elevations, staff recommendation
and submitted findings of fact as presented.

Franz

Is there a second?

Grabianowski Second.
Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay.
[No response.]

Franz

Motion carries 6-0.

Schornack

Thank you very much.

Franz

Thank you. Next on the Docket is 2019 zoning ordinance update. We asked
Wayne to start looking at that. We had some public comment last month. Wayne,
would you like to comment on this?

DeLong

Certainly, I think it’s just the continuation of the dialogue. Certainly looking for
Plan Commission Members, as well, to, you know, we’ll set a goal probably
tonight when we would look to have that, some ideas, if any particular items, any
particular Members are focused on, certainly noting that Ms. Walker is not here
this evening. The comment that has come in, I believe we have passed the
entirety of them out related to the conversation about the length of notice, the
type of notice, the timing of notice. Just generally with all Plan Commission
matters, there is some language that has been suggested by another entity related
to some modifications to subdivision announcement signage, and certainly staff
is supportive of that conversation, as all conversations, but certainly that one in
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particular, to provide some flexibility in design related to subdivision
announcement signage, maybe, you know, setting the height of X, but certainly if
there is other features that are attention-getting devices such as lanterns of other
types of, you know, toppers, if you will, of the pedestals allowing for some
additional height beyond the four feet. Certainly, staff is beginning to focus on its
list related to items to potentially discuss. We have certainly something that has
come up of late in 2018 is, you know, the language in the zoning ordinance that
focuses on the major versus minor changes and immediate while we await, sort
of, you know, continuing that discussion, staff has immediately begun adding the
word ‘substantial’ to your motions. I think that is a critical word because I think
that really reduced the staff’s ability to make modifications to building’s based
upon what the ordinance allows post-approval when the Plan Commission is
stating that the approval of the project requires the substantial compliance, rather
than the language that seems to be a little bit more broader that is in the zoning
ordinance. Again, this is just a first stop in visiting that conversation until we
come to a full and robust conclusion to that exchange.
Other items that staff is focusing on, there is some language in the zoning
ordinance that is specific to Eagle Village. Back, you know, some time ago, there
was a thought process that that area that is on Michigan Road, south of 121st
Street, rather, could provide some level of competition for the Village area. And,
that has not happened. That’s simply not the case, and so it’s probably time to
maybe discuss releasing and those particular zoning restrictions, and just simply
letting that area develop out like all the other pieces of property that you find
along Michigan Road. But, certainly, again, I’d be happy to have that discussion.
For example, there is some limitations on building sizes and heights that are
unique to this specific area, unlike the remainder of Michigan Road. The Board
of Zoning Appeals did actually grant variances to a building for an oral surgery
facility, for the footprint to be a larger size than what is permitted by the
ordinance. So, there is some discussions that have happened already, but
certainly, again, something we can focus on on a different day. And, probably,
you know, is this a good time to wrap in some fee schedule updates. There is a
few things that are happening that we’re seeing that the fee schedule could
benefit from some amendment. First is the fee that the Town charges related to
re-inspection. So you’re finding in this more opportune time for residential
development that certain builders might be utilizing our resources as more of
providing for their checks and balances rather than doing it themselves, when we
only charge $75 and their vendor charges $150. So there might be some
opportunities there to reduce the amount of time the Town is investing in rechecking others’ work. And, then certainly the fee schedule related to BZA
filings. There is some state legislative action that is currently happening. We
don’t know if it will come to fruition, where the notice requirements will be
shifted off the burden from being the burden of the petitioner. And, if that
becomes the burden of the Town, we would want to find ways to, find funding to
offset those additional costs and burden of posting the notices in the newspaper.
Franz

And, that was only for the BZA.

DeLong

That’s only for the BZA. Correct. I would note that the Town, all governmental
agencies enjoy a legal, they enjoy a fee that is reduced when it comes to posting
legal ads. So, there are some savings, but still there will be some costs incurred.
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So, those are just the beginnings of staff’s development of its list for this
forthcoming conversation, and certainly, our focus would be in April to start
really formalizing this list with our idea of possibly at the first Town Council
meeting in June, having these items in front of the Town Council for further
discussion.
Franz

Does anybody have any thoughts, suggestions on other possible changes,
recommendations? We’ve got the, we have a member of the public submitted a
request related to the noticing for the Plan Commission. So, he has provided
information on that, which will be taken under consideration. Is there anything
else that anybody would have?

Grabianowski I do want to say thank you to Mr. Townsley and the Village Residents'
Association. I think this is very helpful.
Franz

All right. On to the next item, which is, you’re more than welcome to stay. This
is annual training for the Plan Commissioners. So, there is an agenda put together
by our attorney, and he is going to kind of review the most recent developments
and citing news of Plan Commission.

Fedor

This is school. This is just school. That’s what this is, right?

Taylor

Thank you. I have prepared materials for you to help you carry out your job. The
purpose of training is to brush up on a few things. Make sure that we can
emphasize some things that are really important to what you do, and to give you
some updates on new cases or new laws that may be in effect. I have provided for
you a summary of kind of the purposes of planning and how your commission is
put together on page 1 and 2. I am not going to cover those tonight, but you can
review those on your own. I will just note, as Mr. Franz mentioned, it always
takes 4 votes regardless of how many people are here, you have to have 4 for a
quorum, but you always have to have 4 votes to approve any action. If you’ll turn
to page 4, I am going to start with conflicts of interest. And, this is conflicts of
interest and bias, are getting to be, get more attention in the world of planning
and zoning, and so I want to talk a little bit tonight about how those are different
and how the rules are different.
You, as a Plan Commission, really discuss two different types of cases. There are
legislative acts in zoning decisions. The law talks about them. Legislative acts are
generally, the way to remember this, are those cases which you make a
recommendation to the Town Council, rezones, text amendments, planned unit
developments. I have listed a couple other things. Flood plain ordinances, that
sort of thing, but on those matters there is a specific rule that says neither a
Commissioner nor a Town Council member may participate in or vote on a
matter in which they have a conflict of interest. Which, of course, raises the
question, what in the world is a conflict of interest, and this is a pretty easy one,
because a conflict of interest has been determined to be a pecuniary interest. So,
it has to be something where you are going to gain financially, and it could be
you or someone in your immediate family, maybe as the owner or property, and
the decision there is just you can’t participate. As a practical matter, and you
have not had this come up since I have been here, but if you do have it come up,
what happens as a practical matter is, if that occurs, you just notify Mr. Franz that
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you have a conflict prior to the meeting, and then he will say on the record that
you are not participating in the decision. We will actually have you leave for a
while. Actually, just get out of there, so that there is no indication that you have
somehow influenced the proceedings. And, so that is what a conflict of interest is
on a legislative matter.
If you turn to page 5, it that talks about zoning decisions. In zoning decisions
there are two sorts of disqualification. There is, of course, the conflict of interest,
but there is also this thing called bias and prejudice, and so again, what the law
says is that if you have a direct conflict of interest, which would allow you to
have some financial interest in the case, you’re out. It also says that if you are
biased or prejudice or otherwise unable to be impartial. And, these kind of things
keep me up at night. What does that mean? And, the cases help a little bit, but in
general, bias has the connotation of meaning that you’re in favor of something
for some irrational purpose or reason, and prejudice generally has a connotation
meaning you’re against it without a good reason, but both of them really go to the
minute that you cannot be impartial, the minute that there is some factor that
negates your impartiality, then we have got an issue. Now, you may not like the
person who stands up here. You may say, you know, that guy, here he comes
again. I don’t like him. You may say, I just question the case, I really don’t like
that lawyer? And, I always say, well, can you be impartial? Yes, I can be
impartial, but I don’t like him. So, okay, we are good to go. That’s fine. You’re
impartial. You can hear the case on his marriage and on his facts you’re fine.
And that gives you an idea of how it works.
Now, then in the middle of the page I give you a couple examples from actual
cases, and these help because this is how we begin to learn. And, in the case right
down the road, Perry-Werth, Concerned Citizens versus the Board of
Commissioners of Boone County, the court said, well, some things are really a
conflict of interest and some things are not. And, in that case, one of the Plan
Commission members for Boone County had his wife owned a one-fifth interest,
I think it was. One-fifth interest in land across the road. Did not own any interest
in the land that was involved in the case, but owned a small interest across the
road. This, you know, I don’t know whether this is true, but I read that and I
always think, oh, this was a farm. These were the children. They all inherited
one-fifth. And, it’s across the road. And, so the unhappy petitioner, who
apparently got a denial, filed suit saying that that Commissioner should not have
been allowed to participate because his wife owned a one-fifth interest in the land
over there. The court said that’s not close enough. That’s really not what we’re
talking about, because although one could argue that the outcome of that case
might have affected the property value of the land across the road, the courts
said that’s just too remote. That is not a conflict of interest. A conflict of interest
is really direct or indirect, but it really means do you have an interest in the land
we’re talking about. Okay? So, that’s a good case that gave us some clarity.
Now the other thing we learned from the Fail versus LaPorte case is that if you
have a conflict of interest, you have a conflict of interest, you have a conflict of
interest, and it doesn’t matter. The person who claims of it doesn’t have to
approve that that interest affected your decision-making, and if you might
imagine, that would be a hard thing to prove. It’s proving the negative. You’d
have a deposition and they would say, Mr. Fedor, did that influence you? Not at
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all. Not at all. Didn’t influence me at all. Well, how are you going to prove that?
So, the courts have said it’s not necessary to prove that the conflict influenced
your decision. If you have a conflict of interest, or if you lack the ability to be
impartial, you’re out. Can’t participate, can’t vote. But, look at page 6. I talk just
a minute about its bias and prejudice in my experience. How do people get the
idea that one of you would be biased or prejudice. It’s not like you were a sign
that says, “I’m the one.” So, I just had some notes here.
In my experience, the way this comes about is three things. One is positional.
One is that because of where you work, or who you live next to, someone alleges
that you lack impartiality. That’s called a positional situation. Number two is
what really happens most of the time. It’s usually that you make a statement in a
meeting and someone remembers that. And, my favorite example of that is a case
that came out of Colorado, and it involved a mega church was being built, and
the President of the Plan Commission said I will never approve those mega
churches. I hate them. They are killing little churches like mine, and I will never,
ever approve it. About two years later, guess what case came before them? A
mega church. And, when the case was denied, the leader of the congregation
remembered that the Plan Commission President had once said, “I will never
approve.” And, they alleged bias, as you might imagine. So, often, it’s your very
own statements that get you in trouble, and so I would caution you not to make
statements like, “I will never.” I learned that a long time ago. Never say never.
Now I just said it. Don’t say never, I won’t approve such and such, because that’s
not really how we are supposed to make our decisions. And, then the last one is
personal. If you have a personal relationship with a petitioner or the lead
remonstrator, or the neighbor who is against it, then people begin to look very
closely at what you say, and how you make your decision. The key is, though,
you really have to make your own decision. You have to determine whether you
can be impartial. In my experience, Commissioners do a very good job of that. If
you have questions about it, certainly call me or talk to Wayne, and we could
help you work through that. Sometimes people think they have an issue and they
really don’t. You know they just want to be careful, and I think that’s good. But,
there is some information on bias, prejudice, conflict of interest, a really
important area, and of course, we want to, you know, strictly follow the law in
this area.
If you look at the bottom of page 6, I go through just the types of cases you have,
and I divide them into two groups. Discretionary and non-discretionary. Things
that you generally pass on to the Town Council, you make recommendations
about. Those are discretionary. That means you can look at them and make your
own decisions. Non-discretionary are things where the legal standard is, does the
proposal comply with your ordinances? And, if that’s true, if the answer to that
question is yes, then you lose discretion. You are a ministerial body at that
moment. Just like the DPR cases you had tonight, they are very simple cases, the
question is, do they comply with our ordinances, and if they do, you’re supposed
to approve them. You’re supposed to. That’s what the law says. So, if you look to
page 7, then there are some cases where you have a little discretion. You don’t
have a lot of discretion, but you’ve got a little. Sometimes a petitioner can open
the door in a non-discretionary matter, and give you a little discretion. How do
they do that? They ask for something they’re not entitled to. So, let’s say it’s a
plat case, and they want to comply with everything except one thing. So, they’re
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going to ask for a waiver. They want you to give them something, some way out.
And, the law says that if that happens, then you can impose conditions, which
you wouldn’t have been able to do unless they ask for that exception. Same thing
in DPRs. If they have a waiver request. Once they make a waiver request, then all
of a sudden you have some discretion, and you can ask them to make that
development a little better, and if they don’t want to do that, they can lose their
waiver request. So, there are three types of cases. Those in which you have
discretion, those in which you have none, and those if which you have a little.
I am going to drill down just a little bit on more on the types of cases. Rezone, I
have listed the five statutory elements for a rezone, but what I want you to
remember about rezones is nobody has a right to a rezone. They’re discretionary.
Whether you want to grant that, as long as you can support your findings, then
you have the ability to say no. The overall question, the question nobody really
asks, is in discretionary matters, your real question is, is this good for Zionsville?
If this is good for Zionsville, now you’ve got my attention. If you don’t think it’s
good for Zionsville, then you should look at these five factors, and you should be
able to see facts, which would lead you to a no. Now, it’s important to note that
no one of those five factors knocks someone out. The Commission is supposed to
take all five factors into account, and use the totality of them. So, the most
common question is, if someone comes in and they want to put up something
that’s really great, and you guys support it, and you want to give it a favorable
recommendation, but it isn’t exactly what the comp plan says. Let’s say
somebody wants to build a college in Zionsville. I doubt that’s in your
comprehensive plan. But, you know, hey, a private college, that’d be nice. That’d
be a good thing for our Town, and this looks great. Well, the rules say, even
though the comprehensive plan might have a different future land use there, or
existing land use, you can deviate. Why? Because that’s only one of five factors.
You have the other four left. And, if those other four, the balance goes to those
other four, you can go ahead and do that, even though the answer to the first
question, is it consistent with the comprehensive plan is no. So, always remember
that. A lot of times, people who are against something will say, well, it’s
inconsistent with the comp plan, and we should know, well, that’s just one of the
factors. We need to look at all five factors. What’s it going to, what does it do to
current structures, most desirable use of the land, property values, and
responsible growth and development. Those other four, those are pretty big.
Those are big things. So, just remember that. If you look at page 8, I have a little,
I touch on planned unit developments here, but I’ve got some more materials
later, and just want to make sure, when you have those cases come in front of
you, those are complicated cases. There is a lot of moving parts to a PUD. The
reason for that is really because we’re letting someone else write their own
ordinance. You’ve got a 600-page plus ordinance. They’re going to say, “We
don’t really like that. Sorry Wayne. We don’t like your ordinance. We’re going
to write our own.” Well, once someone says that, of course, we need to get our A
game right there. Because, we have to know that now it’s going to be our job to
make sure that what they’re giving us is something we want. Again, is it good for
Zionsville, is again the question. But, they’re going to write their own
ordinances. They’re going to say what uses are going to be on the land, what
restrictions are going to be on the land, phasing, all kinds of things that our
ordinance usually takes care of. Now, they have the freedom to default to some
of our provisions, but we have to watch that and make sure that they’ve done
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that. Now, PUDs are used primarily for, I say this, primarily for mixed use.
These are rows, originally when people began saying, well, I don’t want to do
just a subdivision. I want a neighborhood/commercial node in there, and I want
housing all around it. And, that square peg didn’t fit in the round hole, so we had
to come up with a way to allow that, so we did. Remember, it could be different
types of uses, like commercial, residential, or it could be different kinds of
residential, or different kinds of commercial. It doesn’t have to be different
things. It can be a mix. The petitioner writes their own ordinance. Remember
that. I’m going to come back to PUDs later.
At the top of page, and I am going to talk just a little bit about text amendments,
and you’re talking about that now, so this gets timely. Just remember that, why
do we do that? I have listed four reasons there why this is a good idea, that every
once in a while the Plan Commission should look at this. Could be that there is
just a change in direction. Could be a change in the law. It could be that the BZA,
Larry may say, “We keep banging our heads in the BZA on this one requirement,
and I can’t figure out why we even have that requirement, and maybe we should
think about that.” And, that’s another reason a lot of changes are made, just
because of your experience. And you said I don’t know why the sign has to be
that size. We seem to have a lot of requests for variance. Procedurally, a text
amendment is, again, it’s discretionary with you, the Town Council relies a great
deal on you in this process, although they’re the ultimate makers of policies and
the text amendment is part of the zoning ordinance, which means it is the law of
the land, and so although the Town Council is going to have the final word, they
generally are going to defer to you guys to do the consideration and whittle it
down into things that changes you actually want to make. I mentioned it’s a little
bit about plats on page 10, and again, I think you guys do a good job of that. So,
I’m not going to touch on that much other than to say, you know, vacations, there
is some relatively new procedures. We just have to be really careful on vacations.
I want to talk more about that in a case later.
The development plan reviews, which I call DPRs. Again, the thing to remember
there is if they comply, they should be approved. So, if you look at page 11, what
are the special issues? What do we really need to know in doing our job? And,
the first thing I want to emphasize is findings are very important. You’re required
to make findings in each of your cases, and the staff will give you draft findings,
but it is important to remember that if the conversation of the actual case strays
off into another area, we may need to add something to those staff findings. One
of you may bring up an issue, and it may be what we really talk about, and if so,
we may need to make additional findings other than just what the staff has for us.
And, that’s rare, but sometimes that happens. How do you make findings? And,
the real thing about this is, ask questions about the criteria. So, if it’s a rezone
and you have those five criteria, how do you make findings on those? Either the
petitioner will provide that information to you in their presentation, but if they
don’t, ask them. Make them tell you. And, I have given you some examples. One
would be like, how do you think your proposal will affect property values in that
district, in that area. That’s something they should be prepared to talk about.
What about how will this affect the schools? You had a good question tonight.
What about traffic? Josh said, “What about traffic?” That’s responsible growth
and development. We should always be thinking about those things. But, the best
way to make findings and to make a record that you actually consider things, is to
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ask questions, and that’s why your questions are so important. I note there, there
is a case that came out just a year ago where they said, look, just talking about it
is not enough. You have to ask questions. You have to show a little more interest
in there.
The second thing I want to talk about are waivers. We had this last month. I
already had this prepared. This material. It’s part of my standard material, but last
month we had this issue. You had a petitioner come up and say, “Yea, I don’t
want to comply with your ordinance.” And, you guys said, “Well, you’re going
to have to comply with the ordinance.” And, then surprisingly he whipped out a
compliant plan. Good job, I thought. You held his feet to the fire, and guess what,
there it was. Well, the thing is, you may grant waivers, but you may not grant
variances. So, what do those words mean? Waiver means that you are going to
give someone a pass on a rule that is contained in the subdivision control
ordinance. A variance, which you cannot do, a variance is relief from your
zoning ordinance. So, the BZA can grant variances, and they’re the only people
in the world allowed to do that. Plan Commissions are not allowed to do that.
The idea is that if your ordinance requires it, the BZA should take a special look
at it. That’s their job. Waivers are something that does not require that much
thought. Sometimes, it’s just, you know, we don’t want to put a landscaping in
the drive-thru zone because the plants will all die because of all the exhaust, so
we are going to put them over here in the corner. And, if that’s in your SCO, the
you can get a waiver for that. I put in here, specifically what your ordinance
requires. Generally a finding of extraordinary hardship or practical difficulty may
result from the strict compliance, or that the purposes intent of the SCO may be
served greater, otherwise, maybe the developer comes in like the gentleman from
BHI came in and said, “You know, we’ve given you a lot more landscaping, so
we want you to approve that.” Something that’s better is always good. But you
just don’t want a waiver that will give you something worse. So, I always look at
waivers that way. Is this waiver really necessary, and if it is, fine. Tell us how
you’re going to make it better. You have five specific findings of fact that you
have to make with a waiver, and they’re at the bottom of 11 and top of 12. I will
not read them to you, but they are there for you to see, and they make sense.
They are consistent with the first two general findings.
Now remember, waivers give you an opportunity to make the project better. I
said earlier, sometimes you have some discretion. So, if you have a plat case or a
DPR case where you usually have no discretion and somebody is making a
waiver request, well, then, game on. Would you be willing to add this? Would
you be willing to do this? That’s what we should be thinking about when we see
waiver requests. Not only should we grant the waiver, but is there some way
maybe we could enhance that a little bit. Remember, petitioners have no right to
a waiver. They sometimes argue they do. They do not. And then in general, when
waivers are made, we would like to make that motion first before we make the
general, general approval.
At the top of page 13, I have some information about the open door law for you.
You can read that on your own. I think you guys knows this. If you have any
questions, let me know. The whole purpose of that is very simply to just make
sure we are doing our business in here and not in some secret room. I have not
found the secret room yet. If you have one, nobody has shown me, but we want
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to leave that all out here. The bottom of page 14, I mentioned RLUIPA. And, I
just want to mention that briefly. There is a federal law that requires us to not
discriminate against churches and religious organizations, and so I have got some
information in there about that. Primarily, the rule is treat that organization just
like everybody else. You might as well be a school or hospital. The way that
people trip on RLUIPA is, they ask questions and this is from a real case. I am
not familiar with your religion. What is the first church of the sunshine? It
doesn’t matter. We’re not supposed to get into the religious aspect. We don’t
care. To us, what is it. It’s a building. Right? We’re the Plan Commission. So, we
cannot be accused of treating someone differently if we just don’t consider their
religious aspects of the ownership at all, and that is what we’re supposed to do.
Believe it or now, RLUIPA is the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized
Persons Act. Now, why Congress put churches and prisoners together, I cannot
explain to you, but that’s what they did. Created separate rights.
If you turn to page 15, I don’t know how often you look at it. So, what I have
done here is, I have drawn out from your ordinance the purposes of PUDs in your
world. What are we supposed to use them for? I have also, number 2 on page 15,
talks about what conditions justify the use, and believe it or not, your ordinance
has that information in it. And, so I have made that list for you so you can refer to
it when you have a case. If you look at page 16, I have made a list of things
required for the design. Again, this is straight out of your ordinance. If you’re
like me, you don’t look through all 600 pages often, so I thought I would create a
cheat sheet for you where you should be able to say, “Oh, we’ve got a PUD
tonight. Where is that list that Dan put together so we can check the boxes?”
And, you have some very specific things about open space, specific things about
commercial and residential mixes, structures perimeter buildings. So, they are
right there for you. Page 17 has the development standards and the dine and
construction standards for PUDs, and again, I think that these are things you
should just look at when we have those cases. One of the problems with PUDs.
The things that I see. We represent 7 Plan Commissions, and you guys do a great
job. You’re very good. Some of our Plan Commissions aren’t that good, but you
guys are very good. But, I still see the same issues. The first one is, you have a
PUD, and it’s really not better, but it sure has a lot more houses. And, that’s one
thing I want you to be on the lookout for, because that’s really not what PUDs
are for. They are not designed as a way for a developer just to cram more houses
in. Now, if they can get more houses in, and make it a lot better development,
well, now we can talk.
Secondly, no nexus, I call it. No nexus. Your ordinance is very clear, as is the
law, that for the alteration or for the ability to write the ordinance. They are
supposed to be able to tell us why what they’re doing connects with the purposes
of PUDs in our world. So, I always want the developer to tell us how does this
design, or how do these development standards fit with what Zionsville says they
want when they see PUDs. I want to make sure there is a link. I call it the nexus.
And, that is required, and so I went in, and in some cases they’re obvious, but in
some, there is absolutely none. They’ll tell you who is going to be great because I
am doing this, and that thing they’re doing is really not something you value.
Your ordinance speaks to what you value. You value open space, harmony
among different uses. Your ordinance says what you value. So, look for that
nexus, and then disharmony. Again, your ordinance is big on how things work
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together. How does this site work with the site next to it. So, we want to look at
that. When are PUDs consistent with the Town’s best interest. The things I want
to see. The things that I think get us there. Innovative designs. Harmonious
mixed use development which is different because we need to preserve woods, or
we have got a creek, a river running through, and they do a good job of that
preservation.
Special area development. If a developer wants to develop a really large area, and
they really have kind of this grand plan, well, those are usually good. You know,
those are usually where you see good things. Rezone practice pointers start at the
bottom of page 18, and so I would ask you to look at those on your own time.
These are just a list of questions starting at 19, sample questions you could ask a
petitioner in a rezone. Other suggestions that I have for Commissioners start at
the bottom of 19. Read your ordinances. Brush up. Carefully read your case
reports. The planner will usually tell you what the issue is. Point out problems.
Don’t hesitate to vote no if you don’t think it should be approved. I see some
hesitation, not so much here. You guys are pretty decisive, but every once in a
while I think, why don’t they just vote no, they don’t like it. And, they are going
to talk it to death instead. If you don’t like it, you’re allowed to vote no. Don’t
redesign the project. This is something I see a lot. I mean, to me, when the
petitioner comes here after they have been through staff and TAC and they spent
thousands of dollars on engineers and architects and landscape architects and
civil engineers and all kinds of things, we’re not here to help them design it
better. We are here to review it. So, my rule it, it is what it is. Let’s take it for
what it is. Don’t hesitate to call the staff with questions. If you get your staff
report and you think, this makes no sense to me. Call Wayne and ask him. Visit
the site if you’re not familiar. You guys seem familiar with most of your sites
here, but if you’re not, you can’t quite figure out why the retention basin needs to
be in the southeast corner, it doesn’t make sense to you. Go visit the site. Always
stick to the evidence you are presented with here. If somebody wants to see you
at the coffee shop and tell you all about it, you know, to me that doesn’t matter.
What happens is what evidence you have here. And, if you’re making a
recommendation which contains reservations, it could be a favorable
recommendation, but you really are concerned about something, or if it’s a
negative recommendation, then put your concerns in the findings. Because those
are going to go to the next level. They are going to go to the Town Council and
they cannot read your mind.
So, you’re going to do a certification, which Wayne can tell you is a pretty bland
document. So, it gets back to your findings. If you’ve got serious reservations,
the reason we really didn’t like this were these two things. Make sure that gets in
your findings, and then when the Town Council sees it, they’re more likely to be
on the same page as you. It’s something people don’t often think about, but it’s
something that is very important. And, really, lastly is, you know, protect the
Town. Your jobs are to really play a role that’s very important of making sure
you get the development that you want in Zionsville, and in some respects,
you’re the next to the last line of defense, and in some cases you are the last line,
so take your job seriously in that respect. Lastly, I am going to tell you about
three new cases, and I am just going to go through these briefly so you know
what you need to know. Central States Tower case was a case in which, and
you’re going to hear about these. Cell tower companies are approaching schools.
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They want to put these towers on school property, and of course, schools always
want more revenue, and so it’s a match made in heaven, and the case I have right
now, they want to put the new cell towers on top of the football poles, on top of
the football poles at the high school. So, watch out for that. What happened,
however, was when the school, the school signed a lease, but then later kind of
got cold feet. And, they were going to back out of it. So, by the time it gets to the
Plan Commission, the Plan Commission found it odd that there was no access
road on the map. How are you going to get to that road over there? Well, we
haven’t worked that out with the school yet, but the lease says that they have to
give us access and so we don’t know where that road will be at, and one of the
really smart Commissioners said, “Well, do you have an easement yet?” And,
they said no. And, so the Plan Commission said, “Well, why don’t you come
back when you have an easement? We’re going to deny this for now because
we’re not getting in the middle of this fight.” And, so, the cell tower company
appealed. The Court of Appeals upheld that action and said that, you know, not
having access to a site would be a relevant reason to deny the request, and that
the Plan Commission shouldn’t get invited into the middle of the fight. Okay, so,
this is a case that I think we’re going to hear more about all over because we’re
going to have more cell towers and they are going to be working the schools, and
I think schools are starting to get more careful.
The Town of Ellettsville is an interesting case because this was merely a plat
modification. What happened was, neighbor sells a lot to his neighbor, the
middle lot gets sold. And, there is a sanitary easement that runs through there,
kind of in the middle. And, so, the buyer wants to move that sanitary line over so
more of the land in that lot is developable. And, so he goes to the Plan
Commission and follows all of the rules, makes all the proper filings. The
planner says that’s fine. He has met all of our rules, and you know, as the
attorney says, it complies, it flies. It’s non-discretionary, we have to approve it.
And, that’s exactly what the Plan Commission did. And, the neighbor said,
“Well, not so fast.” You, the Plan Commission, you have to know more than just
your 600-page ordinance. You also have to know the law, and the law, the
common law in Indiana says that whenever there is an easement of this nature,
both parties to the easement agreement have to agree to move it or vacate it. But,
that’s not part of your rules. But, this petitioner said that in addition to the zoning
law, you also have to deal with common law and easements, and the Supreme
Court of Indiana said, that’s right. So, when you have somebody come in and
they want to vacate a plat, or they want to move something that involves an
easement, we need to make sure both parties, the grantor and the grantee, have
agreed. And, if the other party that is sitting out here comes up and speaks in
public comment says, “I don’t agree to this. Do not let them do this.” Then, I am
going to speak up and say, “Don’t let them do this. You can’t become the third
party to this private agreement.”
And, then, lastly the last new case was a case, I think, I hope I’m pronouncing
this correctly. It think it’s Plue versus the Indianapolis Historic Preservation
Commission. And, this was a really interesting case because the issue in this case
was who can appeal. The law says that to appeal a decision of a Plan
Commission, you have to be an aggrieved party. But the truth is, we lawyers
don’t know what that means. That term is not defined in the statute. So, we all
have idea as well. Mr. Plue is an attorney, and he lived across the street from this
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development, and this in the near downtown, and he didn’t like the Plan
Commission’s approval of a rezone, so he appealed. The trial court said, you
know, we don’t think you have standing because you haven’t shown us that you
are directly affected. And, the court order of appeals looked at the statute, and in
there is said you have to be a person aggrieved by the decision, or you have to be
the petitioner, and so the court said that what being aggrieved means is that you
have experienced a substantial grievance, a denial of some personal or property
right, or you have had imposed upon you some burden, or obligation. In looking
at this case, the court said being a neighbor, being across the street wasn’t
enough, and that all of his complaints, which was this was going to be
apartments, and of course, he complained that children were going to play
football in his grass, it was going to be noisy, more traffic. Those things were the
same complaints anyone in the public can make, but they weren’t the kind of
thing that rise to a level of being an aggrieved person. And, so you will have
people come and speak and remonstrate against your cases, and at this level, any
one of the public can speak. You don’t even have to be in Zionsville, right?
Anybody can speak at your meetings. But on appeal, it’s a different ballgame
altogether. We finally have a case that talks about what does an aggrieved party
mean, and that standard actually is pretty high. I’ll be happy to answer any
questions that you may have. Yes, Larry.
Jones

Back there on the one regarding the easement, so was the easement on, was it
like an easement that ran down a boundary line between?

Taylor

It didn’t. It ran kind of in the middle of the lot, and it was because that lot had
never been used before. So, it was just a vacant lot between these two people. So,
when the neighbor bought it from the other neighbor, the guy who sold the lot
thought it was just going to continue to be this lot between us. But he wanted to
move that line so then he could build something on it and sell it.

Jones

So, the neighbor who originally owned the lot is the one who had originally
given the easement?

Taylor

Exactly. The grantor.

Jones

There was a lack just to change it.

Taylor

Yes. If you just imagine a lot between two neighbors. That’s what this case was.
On a cul-de-sac, which I recall, which made it even more complicated.

Jones

Now the Plue versus IHPC, I got a lot of first-hand notes about that one. These
are the same pair that when I redid my building on the north side of 9th Street.
This guys is on the south side of 9th Street. I also got sued all the way to the State
Supreme Court because my findings of fact weren’t sufficient for granting of my
variances to do whatever. This was a different TAC, but it was the same issue.
There was a couple people down there who want to have a yellow house like
their yellow house, or the house on the lot next door to the lot. This is just
obstruction. But, anyway.

Taylor

Thank you very much. If you do have questions, I’ll stick around for a little bit. I
appreciate your attention.
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Franz

Thank you. With that, and no other business, is there a motion to adjourn?

Grabianowski So moved.
Franz

Second?

Fedor

Second.
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